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Objectives

 Discuss Network Structures and how to determine which structure is best for 

your partnership

 Explore Network Leadership and Management and how it relates to 

developing successful partnerships

 Plan for partnership development and coalition building processes (mission, 

vision, values, etc.) and how to engage all partners in those processes

 Develop strategic and realistic goals and objectives for the project and 

determine how to involve all partners within that development 



Partnership Structure or Governance 

Structure 

 Partnership Structures are necessary to ensure effectiveness

 What do we mean by structure? 

 Partnerships are just one way of governing the work that is to be done 

 Three types of structure in partnerships

Shared governance All participants contribute to the 

management of and leadership in the 

partnership. There is no formal 

administrative entity.

Lead organization The manager and administrative entity is 

one of the key members of the 

partnership

Network administration organization A separate administrative entity is 

established to manage the network and a 

manager is hired
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What structure makes the most sense 

for your partnership?

Structure Distribution of trust
Number of 

participants

Goal 

consensus

Need for 

network level 

competencies*

Decision 

making

Shared governance Widely distributed
Few

(ie < 6-8)
High Low Decentralized

Lead organization

Narrowly distributed, 

occurring differentially 

within individual dyads

or cliques

Moderate 

Number

Moderately 

low
Moderate Centralized

Network 

administrative 

organization

Moderately 

distributed, NAO 

monitored by 

members

Moderate to 

many

Moderately 

high
High Mixed

Adapted from: Milward & Provan, 2006; Provan & Kenis, 2008

* Examples of network level competencies could include: quality monitoring; building legitimacy; bridging;

negotiation; advocating



Partnership Leadership and Management

 As a partnership lead it is important to remember 

“Leader as host,” rather than “Leader as hero”

 Complex problems require multiple perspectives and full participation and 

contribution

 Trust in partners’ creativity and commitment

 Sincere invitations

 Ask good questions

 Support risk taking

 Meaningful conversations across the partnership

 Servant-leadership



Leader as host

 Does not necessarily mean completely letting go of control

 There is work to be done as a Leader has host:

 Creating conditions and processes for collaboration

 Ensuring opportunities for learning

 Playing defense with partners who are used to working in traditional leadership roles and 
want to take over

 Collaboratively develop measures of progress to make accomplishments visable

 Giving value to the spirit of the partnership

 Development and flow of resources

 Management of commitment

 Management of conflict

 And so much more!



Partnership Leadership and Management

 Work to be done as a Partnership Leader/Manager

 Have and connect with a shared vision

 Have and work toward a meta-goal

 Evaluation

 Relationship Building

 Process Management



Shared Vision

 What is a shared vision? 

 Envisioning the future through exciting and ennobling possibilities

 Appeals to shared aspirations

 Communicated simply

 Should use collaborative, open and explicit decision making (which should 
also be explained in your governance document) to determine the vision

 Should take time to create and can be revised as the work progresses

 Should have consensus within partnership on the vision

This will serve as an energy-giving statement to your partnership and gives 
purpose



Meta-Goal

 There are often many goals within a partnership

 Some goals are in conflict with goals of individuals or organizations

 Partnerships are “measured” based on their ability to accomplish their goals

 Ensuring a shared vision and one or two “Meta-Goals” help to ensure that all 

partners can participate and “buy-in” to the partnership

 There may be many other goals that are important to the work of the partnership 

overall, but do not align with all partners

 The work of the Leader/Manager to manage these expectations and ensure the 

correct partners and working on the correct goals



Evaluation

 Determining metrics for success of the partnership

 What are you short-term and long-term hopeful successes?

 How are you measuring success?

 How can you celebrate the small and large “wins”? 

 Demonstrating success can lead to 

 Sustainability of partnerships

 Greater partner buy-in throughout the project

 Greater connection the vision and goal of the partnership



Relationship Building

 Quality of relationships is more important than quantity

 Build relationships between partners and allow them to grow

 Work to diminish the presence of strong centralize partnership (aka cliques)

 Open and credible process leads to stronger relationships

Open and credible process is: inclusive, equal, authentic, transparent, 

focused, and revisable



Process Management

 Open and credible process should be present throughout all partnership 

processes

 Communication

 Meeting planning and delivery

 Research planning

 Deliverable development

 Follow-up 

 Reflection

 Recruitment of new partners



Common Conflicts/Tensions faced by 

Network Leaders/Managers

Tension Description
How tensions can be affected by choice of

governance structure(s)

Efficiency vs. 
inclusiveness

Networks face a tension between the need for

administrative efficiency and inclusive decision-making .

Collaboration is described in the literature as essential in

building trusting relationships, but involvement in network

planning and decision making processes can be incredibly 
time-consuming, leading to member burn-out .

“In shared-governance networks, the tension will favor

inclusion; in lead organization–governed networks, the 

tension will favor efficiency; and in NAO- governed

networks, the tension will be more balanced but favor
efficiency” (Provan & Kenis, 2008, p . 245) .

Internal vs. 

external
legitimacy

Networks face a tension between theneed for internal (i

.e., network members) and external legitimacy

(i .e ., external stakeholders, including funders). Both are

of value to networks, and the role of network governance is
critical for building and sustaining both .

“In shared-governance networks, the tension will favor

internal legitimacy; in lead organization–governed

networks, the tension will favor external legitimacy; and

in NAO-governednetworks, both sides

of the tension will be addressed but in a sequential
fashion” (Provan & Kenis, 2008, p . 245) .

Flexibility vs.
stability

Networks face a tension between the need for flexibility

and the need for stability. Networks are usually seen as

flexible organizational forms, but research conducted to

date indicates that they need to be relatively stable at

their core while maintaining flexibility, particularly at their
periphery .

“In shared-governance networks, the tension will favor

flexibility; in NAO and lead organization–governed

networks, the tension will favor stability” (Provan &
Kenis, 2008, p . 245) .
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